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October Skies Launch

Very warm and humid conditions,
combined with the unfortunate re
-scheduling of the event due to
inclement weather saw smaller
than usual crowds at our October
Skies launch. Our Launch count
was also below average with 27
member flights and an additional
20 Fly It Take It launches.

Special points of interest:
• October Skies Launch
• Monthly Launch Reports
• QRS AGM
• It’s a Girl!
• 1 New Membership

Motor ranges for the day were:
1xA (+20FITI), 7xB, 4xC, 5xD,
1xF, 2xG, 1xH, 1xI, 1xJ and 1xK.

• No Members Gain HPR Certification
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Sarah’s 100th launch with QRS
“Dark Star” on a G250 V-Max to 1000ft
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Returning to us today was Gia
and Hugo, who were the lucky
winners of the “MFR Rocket
Starter Kit” at our July Flames,
Smoke & Noise Spectacular
Launch. Only this time the MFR
was a beautiful, fully assembled
rocket with a lime green airframe
and red fins! “Christmas Rocket”
as it was named, flew perfectly to

400ft on a B6-4.
We also had one of our members
reach a very special milestone with
Sarah Miller celebrating her 100th
launch with QRS. Sarah launched
her “Dark Star” to 1000ft on a
G250 V-Max, landing only several
metres from the launch rail. Congratulations Sarah!
The smallest flight of the launch
was Samuel with his “Blood Missile” on an A8-5 to 200ft and the
largest was Rob with his “Dragon
Fire” on a K360 to 4947ft (talk
about scraping the ceiling!)
A big thanks to our volunteers
tirelessly manning the barbeque
and as always to those who help
setup and pack up.
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Stewart prepares “Dart” for launch
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Jeremy, Andy and Dianne ready the
barbeque for action
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November Launch

Photo: Matt Barton

Amelie with her rocket
“Sniffer Seven”

A small crowd was greeted
by clear skies and moderate
winds at the launch site.

flights in quick succession
ranging from 1/2A through to
a D21.

Despite the wind continuing
throughout the morning, a
respectable number of
launches were recorded. 16
low power, seven mid power
and four high power motors
ranging from 1/2A through
to an I212 in former ‘el presidente’ Jeff's “Callisto Revenge” for a perfect flight.

Other notable flights include
Nicholas sending up
"Pyongyang Express" and "HR
Twinkletoes" on a G120 and
H90 respectfully, and Amelie
flying her "Sniffer Seven" on a
G80 then again on a G64.

The ‘scalded cat’ award goes
to Blake, flying his "Green
With Envy" on a G75 metal
“Boom Time”, “Rocket Thun- storm motor.
der”, “The Wiggle” and “The
Jedi” took to the skies in four The ‘rocket gods’ were seemspecial Fly it Take it launches ingly unhappy and demanded
that were pre-purchased but that a rocket be sacrificed to
could not occur at ‘October
the corn fields. Matt's “Viper
Skies’.
III” and its three x F32 motors were happy to oblige…
Despite arriving approximately two minutes before
Be sure to keep your eyes
the end of proceedings, ‘The peeled for pieces of it in your
Doc’ was again our most
corn flakes...
prolific launcher with six

Photo: Jeff Cheales

Nicholas’ “Pyonyang Express” on
its way to 1500ft atop a G120 SS

Photo: Matt Barton
Photo:Matt Barton

Leroy poses with “Mini Apollo”

Matt’s guest , Francois in the last
known photo of the ill fated “Viper III”
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December Launch
A respectable member turnout
for our final launch day of the
year saw 42 launches, followed
by our AGM and a complimentary BBQ. There was a perfect
balance of low and mediumpowered flights with impulse
ranges being: 1xA, 9xB, 10xC,
5xD, 1xE, 4xF, 4xG, 5xH and
3xOther.
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Warren poses with his
fantastic “Christmas Angel”
rocket

Mark O’Donoghue has really
taken his ‘odd rocs’ to the next
level, bringing along his new
“DDC 629.4” (a ‘skeletal’
framed rocket with no ‘skin’) and
the “Mega Spinning Blades of
Death” (a 3 grain 29mm CTI
case with a three-bladed rotor
attached to base). They both
flew perfectly for their maiden
flights, well done Mark.

Warren got us into the festive
spirit with his highly decorated
“Christmas Angel” rocket flying
to 1000ft on a H125. With several meters of tinsel attached to
the airframe and an angel decoration atop the nose cone, the
fantastic looking rocket glistened all the way to apogee and
back down again. Catalina also
brought along her festive rocket;
“Santa’s Hat”; that was red in
colour and sported a pom-pom
atop the nose cone.

In a first for a QRS launch, Tharn
brought along his “Fizz Rocket”
that utilises an acid/base neutralisation reaction as it’s form
of propulsion. The diminutive
Photo: Lachlan Thomas
rocket stands 3 inches tall and
Mark’s unique “DDC 629.4” looks
only reaches an altitude of 16ft fantastic and flew surprisingly well
for what would seem a lot of drag
but was very unique in that the
fact that it utilises bicarbonate
soda and white vinegar as propellant. A measured amount of
the soda was placed into the
launch pad and a larger amount
of vinegar placed into the plastic
Alex launched his “Now You See rocket. The rocket and launch
It” into low earth orbit on a D21- pad were then pressed together
7. With a lift off weight of only
and within a few seconds a
58g, it almost teleported to its
chemical reaction had produced
apogee of 1800ft!
enough gas to force the two
apart, launching the rocket.
Mark and Matt Parsons had a
spectacular V-Max drag race
Thank you to all who attended
that required a video referee to the launch and AGM and to our
determine the winner
BBQ volunteers: Julie, Talina and
(Congratulations to Matt!)
Petar.
Photo: Lachlan Thomas
Calum brought along his “T-65 X Merry Christmas and Happy New
-Wing”; this time sporting fresh Year from QRS and See you all in Tharn’s “Fizz Rocket” fuelled and
reacting, the lack of being able to
decals; for yet another success- January!
accurately count down to launch
ful flight.

just adds to the excitement.

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Phil’s “Explorer” looking great on a G131SS to 2000ft

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Brad and sons pose with
“Calisto” prior to a successful
flight to 2100ft on a H87
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QRS Round-up

Launch Program

New Members

The launch dates for the next
three months will be:
14 Jan (QRS launch) - LA2
11 Feb (QRS launch) - LA2
18 Mar (‘Flames, Smoke &
Noise’- Public launch day) - LA2

Welcome to new QRS members: Drew and Chelsea Mayo
with children Gia and Hugo .
Glad to have you aboard!

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

An eagle keeps a close eye on proceedings at the December launch...

Certification Flights

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Calum’s “T65 X-Wing” looking
good in its new livery

There have not been any QRS
members attempt AMRS certification in the past quarter.

Technical Tip:
Photo: Lachlan Thomas

...as does Matt’s drone

QRS AGM
Following the December launch, the 2017
annual general meeting was held on site
at Cedar Grove with a good turnout of 19
members. It gives us great pleasure to
announce the elected 2018 committee
consists of the following members:
President – Matt Barton
Secretary – Blake Nikolic
Treasurer / Membership – Petar Nikolic
Committee Member – Warren McKay
Committee Member – Lachlan Thomas
Photos: Lachlan Thomas

Members discuss agenda items at the AGM

Using cardstock as a
simple and reliable
alternate to an Interlock
Clip for Copperhead
igniters:

Tear a small piece of flight
card or similar as shown.

Thank you to everyone who attended the
AGM. As a team, the new committee looks
forward to providing support for all of the
QRS membership in the fun and safe pursuit of rocketry for another year of successful launches.

It’s A Girl!
The Piirainen family proudly announces the
arrival of a beautiful baby girl!
Sommer Sky Piirainen was born at 14:21 on
the 12 of December at the Mater Mothers’
Hospital, weighing 3.162kg (6.971lb in the
old money).
Welcome Sommer and congratulations to you
both Leya and Ari!

Place the Copperhead
through the tear and
install conventional igniter
clips as shown. The card
acts as an insulator
ensuring each face of the
igniter is contacted by only
one clip. You are now
ready to launch!
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President’s Report
"Variety's the very spice of life, that gives it all it's flavour.” ― William Cowper
One of the great things about our sport is the sheer variety of rocketry projects that can be undertaken. In the
past twelve months I've seen rockets of many different shapes and types take to the skies (some of them my own
projects!): scratch built single fin rocket, 3D printed rockets, rocket with helicopter fins, two stage rockets, cluster
rockets (with 3, 5 and even 7 motors), two stage cluster rockets, rockets air-starting motors as well as minimum
and sub minimum diameter rockets. This doesn't even include the vast number of scale projects from Star Wars
to guided missiles.
If these projects still don’t catch your interest, how about clustering motors to get to space: how many low power
motors it would take? About 65,000, give or take a few: https://what-if.xkcd.com/24/
What are you waiting for? Find a project that excites you and make it a reality!
The 2018 flyer and launch calendar is now up on the QRS website. I'll look forward to seeing you at the next
launch with clear skies and light winds!
Matt Barton
President

Additional Launch Photos

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

An ‘It’s Rocket Science Adventures’ water
rocket blasts off the pad at the hands of Australia’s next generation of astronaut

Photo: Jeff Cheales

“Boom Time”, “Rocket Thunder”, “The Wiggle”
and “The Jedi” igniting simultaneously
Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Sarah grinning after
her milestone 100th
flight with QRS

Photo: Lachlan Thomas
Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Stuart’s “Bee Line” lifts off
on a B6-4 to 400ft

Mark’s “Mega Spinning
Blades of Death” looking
good on a G106 Sparky

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

QRS camaraderie - Phil and Mike
converse as they prepare their rockets

